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Answer: A 

QUESTION: 120 
We have noticed that when we increase the size of .jpg images we have scanned at 75dpi, the 
colors change slightly and the images become jagged. How can we eliminate these problems? 

A. Change the size of the image in a photo editing application. 
B. Use the .bmp format since it scales better. 
C. Calibrate the scanner to get a better image. 
D. Scan at a higher resolution to reduce the need for scaling. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 121 
We just put a new monitor on the PC and have noticed a big change in how the image looks 
on the screen and how it prints. How can we make this better? (Choose two) 

A. Change the printer driver to vivid so it uses the same data as the monitor. 
B. Download an earlier driver for the printer from the web. 
C. Make sure you have the correct driver for the monitor. 
D. Use ICC profiles to get a better match between devices. 

Answer: C,D 

QUESTION: 122
 
A customer has been having difficulties trying to match the color of his company’s logo on an
 
HP Color LaserJet 4550 printer. You have verified he is using our Pantone palettes correctly.
 
The paper and application are also Pantone Certified. How can he print that exact color?
 

A. The color he is trying to print may be out of the printer’s gamut. A four color device cannot 
exactly match the Pantone colors. 
B. Replace the toner cartridges to refresh the colors. Sometimes the toner will settle after 
periods of inactivity and the colors will change. 
C. Restart the printer so it will recalibrate. 
D. Have a technician check the printer 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 123 
Your customer is printing a lot of PDF-documents. Which printer driver should you 
recommend to meet this need? 
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A. pcl 3 
B. pcl 5 
C. pcl 6 
D. ps 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 124 
Your customer is printing a lot of MS Word 2000 documents. Which printer driver should you 
recommend to best meet their need? 

A. pcl 3 
B. pcl 5 
C. pcl 6 
D. ps 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 125
 
Select the main feature of the hp chai-technology:
 

A. Upgrade of the Printer Firmware via parallel cable 
B. Duplex printing without the duplex unit 
C. Order printer supplies via internet automatically 
D. Hp deskjet can interpret PCL5 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 126 
Which of the following is a true statement regarding PDF document printing without a printer 
driver? 

A. The color laserjet 8550 can print PDF-documents without a driver 
B. No printer can print PDF-documents without a printer driver installed on the pc 
C. The officejet d-series can print PDF-documents without a driver 
D. All existing hp laserjets can print PDF-documents without a driver 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 127
 
How does hp avoid color deviation during lifetime print jobs?
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A. Color deviation is normal during print jobs and cannot be avoided 
B. All hp color laserjets are pantone certified, therefore, color deviation is not possible 
C. The hp color laserjets 8000 series has a densitometer built in to avoid color deviation 
D. The hp color laserjet 4000 series and the color laserjet 8000 series have a densitometer 
built in to avoid color deviation 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 128 
Certain employees do not have access to the company intranet. They need the network-
connected LaserJet 4100N to print certain information for them automatically at pre-defined 
times. How would you implement such a solution? 

A. Installing an hp pc with Microsoft Internet Explorer Version 6, configured as “auto forward 
to printer driver” 
B. hp chai allows to print automatically information from the intranet, but not at pre-defined 
times 
C. Installing hp chai solutions from hp jetcaps partner 
D. Currently there is no solution for this need 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 129
 
Is it possible to send a color fax from an hp officejet d 155 to a non-hp fax?
 

A. No, color fax is supported by LAN-fax solutions only 
B. Yes, if the fax solution of the other vendor is able to print in color. 
C. Yes, if the fax solution of the other vendor supports the ITU-T.30E standard 
D. No, the officejet d 155 is a b/w device 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 130 
You have an omnibook 500 connected to a wireless LAN. Can you print from the omnibook 
to a deskjet 990? 

A. Yes, by connecting the deskjet 990 via parallel cable to an hp wireless print server wp110 
B. Yes, by connecting the deskjet 990 via parallel cable to an hp wireless print server wp110 
or the hp 802.11b USB wireless LAN solution 
C. No, hp offers the wireless print server wp110 for wireless communication, but this solution 
is supported for hp laserjets only 
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D. No, only the hp deskjet 995 supports wireless LAN communication 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 131
 
How is it possible to upload an hp chai applet to a laserjet 4100 including an EIO hardisk?
 
(Choose two)
 

A. By using webjetadmin version 6.5 including the necessary plug-in 
B. By accessing http://<printer-ip>/hp/device/this.loader 
C. By accessing http://<printer-ip>/hp/device/this.chai 
D. By accessing http://<printer-ip>/chai.load 

Answer: A,B 
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